
 

Junta de Andalucía 
Consejería de Educación y Deporte 

Pruebas Específicas de Certificación 2019/2020 

Producción y Coproducción de Textos Orales 

NIVEL C1 | INGLÉS 

INSTRUCCIONES PARA 2 PERSONAS CANDIDATAS 

 Este prueba consta de dos tareas: 

o En la Tarea 1 tendrás que producir un monólogo en base a unas directrices 

relacionadas con un tema. Deberás hablar entre unos 3 y 4 minutos. 

o En la Tarea 2 tendrás que intervenir en una conversación sobre un tema concreto con 

tu compañero/a. Deberá durar alrededor de unos 5 minutos. 

 Duración máxima: 30 minutos, a distribuir en dos fases: 

o Preparación: 15 minutos como máximo para preparar ambas tareas siguiendo las 

indicaciones de una tarjeta que facilitará el profesorado-examinador. No podrás 

comunicarte con tu compañero/a durante esta fase. 

o Realización: 15 minutos como máximo para llevar a cabo ambas tareas. 

 Se te facilitará papel en blanco para que puedas tomar notas que te ayuden durante tu 

exposición y diálogo. No escribas frases completas sino ideas o conceptos, estructuras 

sintácticas, palabras o expresiones concretas, etc. 

 Recuerda que debes utilizar estructuras gramaticales, léxicas y funcionales propias del nivel 

ya que lo que importa no es tanto lo que dices sino cómo lo dices. 

 En cada tarea obtendrás 50 puntos como máximo por cada examinador, en función a la 

rúbrica de calificación. La puntuación total de la Prueba es de 200 puntos. 

 Por favor, no escribas en estas instrucciones ni en la tarjeta. 
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TARJETA 1A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

DIGITAL FOOTPRINT 

 
Our digital footprint (videos and personal information we share in social media) is considered to be a 

key factor when taking part in job hunting processes. 

You are going to talk about the digital footprint. Express your ideas and use arguments and 

examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. How can the information that is shared, by ourselves or someone else, affect our future life in 

terms of relationships, professional career, etc.? 

2. What could we do to diminish such effects? 

3. Do you know of anybody whose career/personal life has been affected by his/her digital 

footprint? Tell us about it. 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

   

You are the first one to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CELEBRATING INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR TOLERANCE AND RESPECT 

You and your friend are working in a public school and you are in charge of organizing the 

different activities and actions to be taken in order to celebrate ‘International Day for Tolerance 

and Respect’.  

 

 Share your views and provide ideas. 

 Talk about the budget, the role of the different participants, etc. 

 Reach an agreement on at least two activities for that day. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 1B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

CREATIVITY, INSPIRATION AND IMAGINATION 

  

“Schools kill creativity.” Sir Ken Richardson. 

You are going to talk about creativity, inspiration and imagination. Express your ideas and use 

arguments and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare 

your monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Do you think that creativity is stimulated in our current education system in comparison to 

other methodologies from the past?  

2. Do children in our current society have as much imagination as older generations used to have? 

3. What are the jobs which require more imaginative skills? Do you think schools prepare 

individuals for them? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

  
 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CELEBRATING INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR TOLERANCE AND RESPECT 

You and your friend are working in a public school and you are in charge of organizing the 

different activities and actions to be taken in order to celebrate ‘International Day for Tolerance 

and Respect’.  

 

 Share your views and provide ideas. 

 Talk about the budget, the role of the different participants, etc. 

 Reach an agreement on at least two activities for that day. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 2A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

SETTING TRENDS 

 
Some people claim that youtubers and influencers have replaced celebrities as trendsetters. 

You are going to talk about setting trends. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Do you like following new trends? Which type? 

2. How are new fashion trends set nowadays? 

3. How different are trends in fashion, hairstyle, free time, etc. in comparison to the past? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

   

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CYBERBULLYING 

An acquaintance of yours is having some trouble given that his/her child is being bullied through 

social media.  

 Analyse causes and consequences. 

 Provide some possible solutions giving advice from your personal point of view. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 2B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

SUGAR INTAKE AND DIETING 

  

Sugar intake has increased by 120% in 400 years. This fact is especially concerning in the case of 

children, whose diets are based on sugar-laden products making them hyperactive in extreme 

conditions. 

You are going to talk about dieting. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples to justify 

your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do not 

answer them directly: 

1. How have our eating habits changed over the years?  

2. Are junk food and ready-made food present in your everyday life? What are the consequences? 

3. Do you follow any special diet? Tell us about it. 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
  

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CYBERBULLYING 

An acquaintance of yours is having some trouble given that his/her child is being bullied through 

social media.  

 Analyse causes and consequences. 

 Provide some possible solutions giving advice from your personal point of view. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 3A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

 
Some experts claim that by 2050 there will be flooded cities, forced migration and the Amazon will 

have turned to savannah. 

You are going to talk about the Environment. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. What other changes in the Environment are expected in the near future? 

2. Do you think climate change is an overestimated issue? 

3. What can we do as individuals to avoid fatalistic consequences? What about the governments? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

   

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

PLANNING A TRIP 

Holidays are getting closer and you and your friend want to spend a week abroad together. You 

could choose a destination with cultural spots or else a relaxing resort in the middle of nowhere. 

 

 Decide where to go, how much money you could afford to spend and whether to book a whole 

flat or stay in a hotel. 

 Come to an agreement and decide what to do. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 3B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

SAFETY IN PUBLIC SPACES 

  

Nowadays it is widely believed that crimes are dramatically present in public places: aggressions, sexual 

assaults, thefts, pickpocketing, terrorist attacks, etc. 

You are going to talk about safety in public places. Express your ideas and use arguments and 

examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Do you think our society is less safe nowadays than 30 years ago? Why?/Why not? 

2. What measures would you take to increase citizens’ security?  

3. Do you think that CCTV (closed circuit television) systems and the control of citizens’ 

smartphones might help to solve these problems? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

  

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

PLANNING A TRIP 

Holidays are getting closer and you and your friend want to spend a week abroad together. You 

could choose a destination with cultural spots or else a relaxing resort in the middle of nowhere. 

 

 Decide where to go, how much money you could afford to spend and whether to book a whole 

flat or stay in a hotel. 

 Come to an agreement and decide what to do. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 4A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

VIRAL FAKE NEWS 

 
When browsing our social media, it is frequently common to read fake news which have gone viral, 

intentionally or unintentionally, affecting all fields of knowledge: politics, celebrities, sports, etc. 

You are going to talk about fake news. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples to 

justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. What is the role of social media and the Internet? 

2. What are the consequences of those fake news? How can we recognize such content? 

3. Are rumours and gossip common in our everyday lives? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

   

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

TOURISTS IN BARCELONA 

You are going to spend four days in Barcelona with the intention of visiting the main sightseeing 

spots. You are both concerned about the recent news informing about street crimes such as thefts 

and aggressive attacks. 

 

 Plan your trip and decide where to stay, what to do, how to move around the city. 

 Agree on the safety measures you are going to take. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 4B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

VEGANISM AND CRUELTY-FREE PRODUCTS 

  

It is evident that the number of vegans, vegetarians, etc. has dramatically increased over the last 

number of years. Likewise, many cosmetic brands are becoming such cruelty-free and environmentally-

friendly products that there is a tendency to sabotage products tested on animals. The same goes for 

fur farms and festivities where there is animal abuse. 

You are going to talk about veganism and cruelty-free products. Express your ideas and use 

arguments and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare 

your monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Would you ever consider becoming a vegan or a vegetarian? Why?/Why not? 

2. Would you stop buying your favourite cosmetic brand if you knew that it tests their products 

on animals? Why?/Why not? 

3. Why do you think that there isn’t a strong green party in our political system? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 

 

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

TOURISTS IN BARCELONA 

You are going to spend four days in Barcelona with the intention of visiting the main sightseeing 

spots. You are both concerned about the recent news informing about street crimes such as thefts 

and aggressive attacks. 

 

 Plan your trip and decide where to stay, what to do, how to move around the city. 

 Agree on the safety measures you are going to take. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 5A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

PREGNANCY AT AN OLD AGE 

 
Cameron Diaz has announced the birth of her first child. The 47-year-old actress announced the news 

on Instagram. The trend toward older parenthood looks set to continue, with more women in their 30s 

having babies now than women in their 20s. 

You are going to talk about pregnancy at an advanced age. Express your ideas and use arguments 

and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. What do you think the reason could be for such an increase in the number of older couples 

having babies?  

2. Are there more risks involved with pregnancy and birth as maternal age rises? 

3. What role does science play in this issue? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

You are the first one to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

A FRIEND’S WEDDING 

One of your friends is going to marry soon. You and your partner have to decide on your wedding 

gift. There are various possibilities: money, a weekend trip, something for their house, etc. Besides, 

you need to plan what to do for the hen party/stag party. Travelling to another city, a quiet 

dinner or a wild party are amongst the options. 

 

 Come to an agreement and decide what to do. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 5B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

DEVICES CONTROLLING OUR LIVES 

  

Smart TVs, which come with an internet connection, allow users to browse the web and watch shows 

from streaming platforms. But the FBI has warned that these devices are often poorly secured by their 

manufacturers, compared to computers or smartphones. 

You are going to talk about devices that control our lives. Express your ideas and use arguments 

and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Have you ever felt you were being overheard or monitored by any device? 

2. Do you tend to be aware of the misuse of any device: webcams, microphones, etc.? 

3. How do you feel about targeted or personalized ads taking information from your social 

networks? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 

 

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

A FRIEND’S WEDDING 

One of your friends is going to marry soon. You and your partner have to decide on your wedding 

gift. There are various possibilities: money, a weekend trip, something for their house, etc. Besides, 

you need to plan what to do for the hen party/stag party. Travelling to another city, a quiet 

dinner or a wild party are amongst the options. 

 

 Come to an agreement and decide what to do. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 6A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

REMOTE WORKING 

 
Remote work is on the rise. While having the ability to work from outside of a corporate office has 

been feasible for a few decades, working remotely is only now becoming mainstream. 

You are going to talk about remote working. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Talk about the clear advantages of remote working in some professions.  

2. What are the downsides and what professions don´t lend themselves well to this trend? 

3. Should companies reimburse staff for expenses incurred? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING 

You and a colleague at work, who has a similar level of English to you, are interested in working 

together to brush up your language skills. You decide to work on a plan which includes: 

 

 The benefits involved. 

 The objectives and activities you would include in the plan and why. 

 How you will evaluate whether your plan is working. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 6B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

POLICE BRUTALITY 

  

In the last few months we have heard of examples of police brutality in different countries. 

You are going to talk about police brutality. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Give instances of police brutality in your country or abroad. 

2. What rules should apply for both police and citizens at rallies and demonstrations? 

3. What training should police officers have in order to guarantee citizen protection and respect? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING 

You and a colleague at work, who has a similar level of English to you, are interested in working 

together to brush up your language skills. You decide to work on a plan which includes: 

 

 The benefits involved. 

 The objectives and activities you would include in the plan and why. 

 How you will evaluate whether your plan is working. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 7A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING 

 
There is a glut of overqualified graduates who are either unemployed or in jobs unrelated to their 

degrees. Some feel vocational training is the way to go. 

You are going to talk about vocational training. Express your ideas and use arguments and 

examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Could you give examples of how things have changed in the job market?  

2. What are the pros and cons of pursuing a university degree vs. doing an apprenticeship? 

3. Could you explain the type of training required for traditional and new professions? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CRIME & PUNISHMENT 

You and your partner are participating in a forum about the issue of crime and punishment.  You 

must consider the following issues: 

 

 Community service as an option to punish petty crime. 

 Concessions for ex-terrorists to facilitate peace processes. 

 Difficult crimes to forgive and what compensation there should be for the victims. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 7B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

RELATIONSHIPS 

  

Human relationships are complex, especially those we have at work and at home. 

You are going to talk about typical issues around relationships at work and in the family. Express 

your ideas and use arguments and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions 

as a help to prepare your monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Could you give a brief summary of typical conflicts people might have at home and at work? 

2. How could the different character traits influence human relationships? 

3. Could you give some advice about how to deal with conflicts and how to reduce stress-in 

relationships? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CRIME & PUNISHMENT 

You and your partner are participating in a forum about the issue of crime and punishment.  You 

must consider the following issues: 

 

 Community service as an option to punish petty crime. 

 Concessions for ex-terrorists to facilitate peace processes. 

 Difficult crimes to forgive and what compensation there should be for the victims. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 8A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES 

 
“I fear the day that technology will surpass our human interaction. The world will have a generation of 

idiots.” Albert Einstein. 

You are going to talk about technological advances. Express your ideas and use arguments and 

examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Could you summarize how life has changed for the better/for the worse in the last 30 years or 

so?  

2. What developments in robotics or in medicine do you find positive/negative? 

3. How would you recommend someone to detox from technology and why? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

You are the first one to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

AGEING & LONGEVITY 

You and your partner are participating in a forum about the pros and cons of longevity. You must 

consider the following issues: 

 

 Changes that have taken place to make this possible. 

 People who would like to live forever. 

 Sustainability of lengthening life with medical advances. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 8B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

BILINGUAL EDUCATION 

  

Bilingual schools promise to be the solution to the problem of lack of foreign language knowledge in 

our country. But some say that bilingual schools are far from bilingual. 

You are going to talk about typical issues around bilingual education. Express your ideas and use 

arguments and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare 

your monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. What are the advantages of the so-called bilingual education system? 

2. What drawbacks might teaching subjects in a foreign language have? 

3. What do parents and teachers generally think of this approach? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

AGEING & LONGEVITY 

You and your partner are participating in a forum about the pros and cons of longevity. You must 

consider the following issues: 

 

 Changes that have taken place to make this possible. 

 People who would like to live forever. 

 Sustainability of lengthening life with medical advances. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 9A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

ONLINE SHOPPING 

 
“The great thing about the Internet isn't that you can reconnect with old friends or stay up to date 

with developing world events or send pictures of newborns immediately around the world. It is simply 

that you can log on to jcpenney.com from anywhere and order fresh underwear immediately after 

seeing your life flash before your eyes.” David C Holley. 

You are going to talk about online shopping. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Is online-shopping a blessing or a curse?  

2. What risks are involved? 

3. What are the drawbacks for high street stores and customers due to online shopping? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
  

You are the first one to speak. 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

THE PERFECT CITY 

You and your partner are part of a group of citizens who have been asked to participate in a 

project to make your town/city more sustainable. Amongst other things, you must consider the 

following issues: 

 

 The practicalities of prohibiting cars from cities. 

 The elements which make a city comfortable, attractive and sustainable. 

 The use of wasteland solely for social housing and green areas. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 9B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

ENTERTAINMENT 

  

The way we experience Entertainment has been changing in recent years. 

You are going to talk about entertainment. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. How has technology changed the entertainment industry? 

2. How has your attendance at cultural activities changed now from 10 years ago? 

3. What role does the government and local authorities have in promoting culture? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

Your partner is the first to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

THE PERFECT CITY 

You and your partner are part of a group of citizens who have been asked to participate in a 

project to make your town/city more sustainable. Amongst other things, you must consider the 

following issues: 

 

 The practicalities of prohibiting cars from cities. 

 The elements which make a city comfortable, attractive and sustainable. 

 The use of wasteland solely for social housing and green areas. 

Your partner begins the dialogue. 
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Producción y Coproducción de Textos Orales 

NIVEL C1 | INGLÉS 

INSTRUCCIONES PARA 3 PERSONAS CANDIDATAS 

 Este prueba consta de dos tareas: 

o En la Tarea 1 tendrás que producir un monólogo en base a unas directrices 

relacionadas con un tema. Deberás hablar entre unos 3 y 4 minutos. 

o En la Tarea 2 tendrás que intervenir en una conversación sobre un tema concreto con 

tu compañero/a. Deberá durar alrededor de unos 7 minutos. 

 Duración máxima: 35 minutos, a distribuir en dos fases: 

o Preparación: 15 minutos como máximo para preparar ambas tareas siguiendo las 

indicaciones de una tarjeta que facilitará el profesorado-examinador. No podrás 

comunicarte con tu compañero/a durante esta fase. 

o Realización: 15 minutos como máximo para llevar a cabo ambas tareas. 

 Se te facilitará papel en blanco para que puedas tomar notas que te ayuden durante tu 

exposición y diálogo. No escribas frases completas sino ideas o conceptos, estructuras 

sintácticas, palabras o expresiones concretas, etc. 

 Recuerda que debes utilizar estructuras gramaticales, léxicas y funcionales propias del nivel 

ya que lo que importa no es tanto lo que dices sino cómo lo dices. 

 En cada tarea obtendrás 50 puntos como máximo por cada examinador, en función a la 

rúbrica de calificación. La puntuación total de la Prueba es de 200 puntos. 

 Por favor, no escribas en estas instrucciones ni en la tarjeta. 
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TARJETA 10A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

CULTURAL STEREOTYPES 

 
Stereotypes are funny but harmful. 

You are going to talk about cultural stereotypes. Express your ideas and use arguments and 

examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. What do you think of typical stereotypes of English-speaking cultures (e.g. 

British/American/Irish/Australian/Canadian/New Zealand etc.)?  

2. What truth is there in cultural stereotypes and what can we learn from them? 

3. What positive things have you learnt over the years from English-speaking cultures? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

   

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

POLITICAL ISSUES 

You and your partner/s are part of a group of citizens who have been asked to give their opinion 

on some important political issues. You must share your views on the following: 

 

 Some Governments’ proposals to raise the retirement age to 70. 

 Paying more taxes for a better health-care system. 

 Regulation of salaries to truly reflect the importance for society of certain jobs. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 10B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

EXTREME SPORTS 

“Action sports, adventure sports or extreme sports are activities perceived as involving a high degree 

of risk. These activities often involve speed, height, a high level of physical exertion and highly 

specialized gear.” Wikipedia. 

You are going to talk about extreme sports. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Why have extreme sports become so popular? 

2. What extreme sports would you try if you could afford to? 

3. What can a person gain from practising extreme sports in comparison with regular sports? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

Candidate A is the first one to speak. You are second. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

POLITICAL ISSUES 

You and your partner/s are part of a group of citizens who have been asked to give their opinion 

on some important political issues. You must share your views on the following: 

 

 Some Governments’ proposals to raise the retirement age to 70. 

 Paying more taxes for a better health-care system. 

 Regulation of salaries to truly reflect the importance for society of certain jobs. 

Candidate A begins the dialogue.. 
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TARJETA 10C 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

COOKING COMPETITIONS 

 
Cooking competitions have become really popular on TV in recent years. There are numerous examples 

in the UK and abroad, each aiming to challenge chefs in unique ways. The winners are rewarded with 

accolades and prestige – a great way to get your name on the map. 

You are going to talk about cooking competitions. Express your ideas and use arguments and 

examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. Why are these programmes so trendy?  

2. What programming ingredients are necessary to win viewers? 

3. What values should these programmes instil in participants and viewers? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

  
 

You are the last one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

POLITICAL ISSUES 

You and your partner/s are part of a group of citizens who have been asked to give their opinion 

on some important political issues. You must share your views on the following: 

 

 Some Governments’ proposals to raise the retirement age to 70. 

 Paying more taxes for a better health-care system. 

 Regulation of salaries to truly reflect the importance for society of certain jobs. 

 

Candidate A begins the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 11A 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

ONLINE LEARNING 

 
Education has been in a state of change in the past decade. But some experts think that it will never 

be the same after what has happened in the past few months. 

You are going to talk about online learning. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples 

to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Could you summarize the approaches of both traditional and modern learning teaching modes?  

2. Do you think blended learning is the remedy to cater for our learning needs nowadays? 

3. Will we be better educated and more emotionally intelligent with all these changes? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

You are the first one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CHILDCARE 

Talk with your partner/s about the role of childminders nowadays by considering the following: 

 

 Exploitation of grandparents by parents. 

 The drawbacks for children of spending less time with their parents. 

 Measures governments might introduce to help working parents. 

 

You begin the dialogue. 
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TARJETA 11B 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

RENTING VS BUYING PROPERTY 

Renting vs. buying a home is a big decision, and there are pros and cons to each option. 

You are going to talk about renting or buying property. Express your ideas and use arguments 

and examples to justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your 

monologue, but do not answer them directly: 

1. In what circumstances is it wiser to rent/buy property? 

2. What are the main requirements to guarantee being able to purchase a home? 

3. What pitfalls would you recommend someone to avoid while looking to rent/buy property? 

  

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

Candidate A is the first one to speak. You are second. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CHILDCARE 

Talk with your partner/s about the role of childminders nowadays by considering the following: 

 

 Exploitation of grandparents by parents. 

 The drawbacks for children of spending less time with their parents. 

 Measures governments might introduce to help working parents. 

Candidate A begins the dialogue.. 
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TARJETA 11C 

TAREA DE PRODUCCIÓN 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

 
“Social media are interactive computer-mediated technologies that facilitate the creation or sharing of 

information, ideas, career interests and other forms of expression via virtual communities and 

networks.” Wikipedia. 

You are going to talk about social media. Express your ideas and use arguments and examples to 

justify your opinion. Use the following questions as a help to prepare your monologue, but do 

not answer them directly: 

1. Talk generally about your use of social media.  

2. What  risks are involved in using social media? 

3. What have we lost/gained as human beings with the arrival of social media? 

 

These images are here to help you but you don’t need to interpret them or use them to accomplish 

this task: 

 
 

 

You are the last one to speak. 

 

 

TAREA DE COPRODUCCIÓN 

CHILDCARE 

Talk with your partner/s about the role of childminders nowadays by considering the following: 

 

 Exploitation of grandparents by parents. 

 The drawbacks for children of spending less time with their parents. 

 Measures governments might introduce to help working parents.. 

 

Candidate A begins the dialogue. 
 

 


